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VOIDABI,E PREHERENCES

QIIESTTONS AND AI{S9{ERS

- Rory Derham (National ÀuStralia Bank, Melbourne):
John, on the KDs case, one point that always puzzled me about
that, the High Court there said that the bank did not receive a
preference because it had a lien on the chegue. Now what would
have happened of course in praetice was that the bank would have
sent the chegue into the clearing system, paynent then would have
been received, the lien that the bank has on the chegue is a
possessory 1ien, and it could have been said that the bank in
fact lost its lien by sending it into the clearing system. I
suppose the contrary argrument may have been that the clearing
system in fact is just the agent of the bank and therefore you
delivered possession to your own agent and you retain possession
yourself. But the High court did not go into it and it always
seemed to me unsatisfactory ín that case that the High Court had
a chance to consider the nature of the clearing system and did
not go into it at all - a lot of people are puzzled as to the
nature of how a clearing system works. And there seems to ¡ne to
be a bit of a lost opportunity on that.
Question

Response

-

John

lþrkar

QC:

Yes, I do agree with you! It is a very short judgment! But as
an officer of the National Australian Bank you shouldn't
complain.

Question

-

Rowafi

Russell (tlallesons Stephen Jaques' l'felbourne):

For the purposes of voidable Preferences, who is a creditor?
Does it or can it include a person who is a vendor under a preexisting contract of sale and as an extension from that can it
include someone who has the right to put a property or other
asset to an insolvent party?
Response

-

Jot¡n

lþrkar

QC:

Erica will answer this guestion.

- srica Sines (Chairperson):
Rovran, in answer to your question, ít would seem a vendor would
be a creditor, but it is not clear whether the holder of the
Response

property would be.
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guestion - Greg Harris (Freetrill Hollingdale & Page, llelbourne):
John, if you are required to enunciate a statement as to what the
test would be for having the effect of giving a preference, what
would you enuncíate?

-

Response

John

l€rkar

0C:

WeII, I would adopt what Chief Justice Barwick saÍd in QueensJand
Bacon and Rees that the mere fact that the paynent ís in
discharge of an existing or past indebtedness is not enough to
reguire in atl circumstances that the effect of the paynent visa-vís other creditors is to give a preference. The clains should
not be assessed in complete ísolation. What you have got to do
is to see whether, as part of the whole'transaction, the effect
of it ís to prefer one creditor óver others.
guestion - Greg Harris (freetritt Hollingdale & Page, lilelbourne):
My question is directed at the test or the doctrine that has
developed in the United States and seems to be accepted in Canada

where the judiciary there have drawn a distinction between
preferiing creditors as such and looking at the transaction to
see whether there has been an overall di¡ninution in the value of
the assets of the insolvent. So that if the transaction Ís
structured in such a vray so as to discharge the debt but not
reduce the assets of the insolvent then it does not const'ítute a
preference.

- John lþrkar QC:
WelI in practical terms that seems to be the effect of the
decisions in this country, particularly in respect of running
accounts and overdraft accounts. The test has not been put Ín
this v¡ay in the cases here but the practical result of the
decisions here I think would be the same.
Response

Con¡nent

-

Greg

Harris (Freetrill llollingda1e & Page, l'ielbourne):

that certain acadenics who have written ín the area have
adopted the view that if a creditor is preferred per sê, that
constitutes having the effect of giving a preference. So in your
running account exanple if the overall indebtedness of the bank
is reduced then to the extent that Ít has been reduced that
It

seems

amount

constitutes a preference.

- Erica Sines (Chairperson):
fiell I have got a guestion for you John if there are none
forthcoming fron the auditorÍum. You ¡nentioned that a roll-over
of bil1s would probably not be a preference even if it occurred
in a six month period prior to insolvency if ít was part of a
Iarger transaction. I $tas $rondering where you have got a debtor
who is steadily becoming Less and less solvent, and instead of
just having a rolI-over of biIls, you are also finding that extra
Ouestion
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bills are being issued to take care of the discounted amount
whether we are not entering a stage where the roll-over of bílls
might be set aside?
Response

-

John Karkar

QC:

Yes. If aII that is occurring is this - and I take an example you have a facility for a period of two years and the facility
has been utilised by the rolI-over of bills every three nonths
and these bi11s have been roLled over every three ¡nonths in the
ordinary course, I would doubt whether the court would hold on
the present state of the authorities that that amounts to a
preference. Although there is a powerful argrument on the other
side. I know that Peter Fox, I think, takes a dífferent view.
But where the position is the way you have postulated it, I would
think the batance would tilt in favour of holding that there was
a preference.

- Peter Fox (llalleso¡rs Stephen Jaques, I'lelbourne):
I thoroughly agree with your analysis - I have no disagreement
with it whatsoever. The roll-over of bills in the ordinary
course would not seem to prefer a creditor. The circumstance
where r have some difficulty is where the roll-over occurs after
clear notice of insolvency and in that case I have some concern
as to whether or not you meet the defences. I suppose the answer
to that is if you are not preferred you don't have to meet the
Conment

defences.

- John Karkar QC:
You have got to show the preference first before you get your
protection, but I would agree with you that once there is
evidence of insolvency, the balance would tilt in favour of
holding that there vras a preference.
Res¡ronse

- Garlz Best (l{allesons Stephen Jaques, Sydney):
I would just like to invite your com¡nent on what the larger
transaction means. I can synpathise with the view that
transactions between a bank and its customer on a running account
is part of a transactj.on and a bill facility in the circumstances
you have described is a transaction. But how far can that
concept be pushed, for example, where there is an outstanding
obligation between creditor and debtor of one particular nature
and by agreement that indebtedness or obligation is extingruished
and replaced within the relevant perÍod by an obligation which is
completely different in its legal nature? How lÍkely is it that
the court will take a com¡nercial view and say that together is
one transaction as opposed to two separate transactions?
Question

Res¡ronse

-

John Karkar

QC:

It is very difficult to lay down a general principle in respect
of large transactions. Each of them will have to be viewed
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separately to see whether it is a transaction in the ordinary
course of business or a transaction out of the ordinary course of
business. hlhere, for example, a bank lends to a custoner a very
large sum of money, hundreds of millions of dollars, that is not
repayable until say two years from now, circumstances occur in
the ¡neantíme and payment is made prematurely. The question there
becomes difficult as to whether -that payment is in the ordinary
course of business, because it was made before maturity.

is that if the facts simply are those that r have
stated, and there was some notoriety given to the transaction,
the transaction would still be in the ordinary course of business
because it is part and parcel of the conmon flow of ordinary
business. It is probably not in the ordinary course of business
in the círcumstances that you have just mentioned, because if you
have a situation of at least suspected insolvency or suspected
financial difficultíes and you have a discharge of a liability
and the creation of a new liability of a different kind. It may
well be said thaÈ that was not in the ordinary course of
business. But r really cannot lay down a general principle about
this. All r wanted to say earlier was that the mere fact that a
transaction is large and that it receives public notoríety should
not encourage liguídators to assume that those facts alone would
make it out of the ordinary course of business. And regrettably,
in ny experience, at least in three cases, different liquidators
have taken that view.
My own view

guestion -

Gar'12

Best (l{allesons Steptren Jagues, Sydney):

I vras really not wanting to get into the defensive, r ltas really
just inviting comments on the earlier point in time of
preference. Is that a preferential situation? Does a creditor
in that sítuation enjoy an advantage, priority or benefit
preference, which of course precedes that guestion.
Response

-

John Karkar

QC:

Sorry, I misunderstood your çfuestion. I would think so, yes. I
would think that if what you are doing is bringing one
transaction to an end and entering into a ner.¡ one it cannot be
said that that was part and parcel of the one large transaction entire transaction - and I think it would fall foul of the rule.

